Department of Environmental Sciences

Interview cum Presentation for PhD admission - 2018

1. Date of Interview cum Presentation for PhD admission in EVS is schedule on 24th September, 2018 in the Department at 10:30 AM.

2. JRF/NET/SET/SLET/M.Phil qualified candidates shall be exempted from CUCET-2018 for admission to PhD programme. However, such exempted candidates shall have to apply for admission to PhD programme, pay necessary fee and get registered for CUCET or, whichever is earlier, failing which their candidature shall not be considered. As such JRF/NET/SET/SLET/M.Phil qualified candidates shall not have to appear in the CUCET.

3. Provided that if JRF/NET/SET/SLET qualified candidate appears in CUCET, at his/her discretion, he/she shall be considered on the basis of actual marks scored in CUCET by him/her.

4. Provided that a candidate, who has passed master degree examination in an allied subject, shall have to qualify JRF/NET/SET/SLET/or CUCET in the subject in which the admission is sought.

5. The exempted candidates, JRF/NET/SET/SLET/M.Phil qualified have been called for interview cum presentation on 24th September, 2018 and if any one who fulfilled all above criteria and not received the communication may also appear after verification of the documents.

6. Hard Copy of Maximum 1000 words (2-3 pages) of Research Proposal of interest (topic, objectives, approach, novelty etc) followed by Power Point Presentation (Max 10).